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Peoples Bank Robbery – Baltimore, OH

(Baltimore, Ohio – August 19, 2015) Fairfield County Sheriff's Office Detectives, and Baltimore Police Department are investigating a robbery that occurred at the Peoples Bank in Baltimore.

The call came in around 3:40 p.m. on Tuesday, August 18, 2015. Sheriff Phalen stated “an individual entered the bank, showed a hand gun and demanded money before fleeing the scene.”

The suspect is described as a male, black, 5'02" to 5'05" weighing approx. 150 to 175 pounds wearing a dark blue sweat shirt, black pants, dark colored ball cap with white design, and sunglasses.

Anyone with information regarding this incident or the identity of the subject is encouraged to contact Det. Andy Robberts at 740-652-7334 or the Fairfield County Sheriff Office Dispatch center at 740-652-7911.